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Executive summary
This document presents an initial market analysis focused on security for multi-cloud applications that
will be used as a guide for the development of the MUSA framework and as a basis for the
exploitation of the MUSA solution.
It starts with a global study on the cloud market situation from the point of view of a generic set of
cloud stakeholders. The specific MUSA market needs are then detailed, with a special emphasis on the
future of the MUSA market, analysing how it is expected to evolve over the coming years, and how
the diverse regulations will guide the directions related to secure cloud applications.
The present document also examines the MUSA value proposition, analysing the main exploitable
results and the motivations for the market players to select MUSA to manage the security of cloud
applications. In addition, the main competitors of the MUSA framework are investigated, including
commercial solutions, related projects and patents, interpreting how they can influence the MUSA
developments and helping to drift these developments to create a unique and market-valuable product.
To finalize, a vision on where the market is going and an extended summary of the EU policies related
to cloud-based technologies complete this initial MUSA market analysis.
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1 Introduction
The MUSA project represents a joint effort made by a consortium integrating small, medium-sized
and big companies, as well as two research-oriented academic partners. The main objective of the
MUSA project is to boost the creation and management of multi-cloud secure applications.
The project has a twofold objective: first, advance in the research and development of security
mechanisms to enable the design, development, deployment, and operation of secure applications in
multi-cloud environments. Second, the commercialisation of the developed product, well as a whole
solution or as individual components that can be exploited independently from the rest of the
framework.
Nowadays, cloud security is projected to become a major buying criterion for customers over the
coming years, which will lead to an increase in the number of partnerships among cloud stakeholders,
from the CSPs to the end users, and the whole lifecycle management of cloud-based applications.
Considering this assertion, MUSA is in an advantageous position to create products that will be
successfully commercialised in the short and medium term.
This document details the current cloud market situation from diverse perspectives, to serve as a basis
to determine the direction of the MUSA solution development. It also constitutes a reference-guide for
the exploitation activities.

1.1 Objectives and summary
The scope of this document is limited to the initial analysis of the MUSA market that will aid the
definition of the MUSA exploitation strategy.
The main purpose of such market study is the identification of the market segments as well as the
market trends and needs for solutions as those proposed by MUSA.
The market study is intended to prepare the target audience including potential users, customers,
researches and strategic partners for MUSA results adoption and to ensure that the future exploitation
activities within MUSA are closely oriented to the identified market opportunities.
Therefore, this deliverable sets the first building block for the construction of a sound exploitation plan
that encompasses the interests of not only the partners in the MUSA consortium but also, and most
important, the interests of the potential customers.

1.2 Structure of this document
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Section 2 analyses in detail the current cloud
market situation, from the point of view of different cloud stakeholders, as well as its relation to
MUSA. Section 3 puts MUSA in context, analysing the need for multi-cloud applications. Section 4
identifies the benefits that the MUSA solution will bring for the stakeholders. Section 5 reviews the
existing competitors, solutions and initiatives determining the main differences that will be offered by
the MUSA framework. Market directions are analysed in Section 6. Section 7 reviews the EU policies
and strategies oriented to cloud-based technologies. Finally, Section 8 concludes this document with a
set of remarks.
Additionally, Annex A describes an overview of the MUSA motivation and background.
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1.3 Relationships with other deliverables
This document represents the initial market analysis; the MUSA consortium will continuously monitor
the cloud market to identify any new trend that may affect the MUSA developments and their further
commercialisation. This continuous market analysis will help also to define the target market for the
whole MUSA framework and its individual components. The deliverable D7.4 Final Exploitation Plan
at the end of the project will include the results of this continuous market monitoring and the strategic
impact of the project in terms of competitiveness or creation of market opportunities for the project
participants.
As an output that can influence the whole project development and exploitation, the present document
will be taken into account during the design, development, prototyping, and testing of the MUSA
framework. Furthermore, it will be a reference for D7.2 Business scenarios analysis (that will be
released by the end of the first year) and for D7.3 Initial exploitation plan (scheduled for the end of the
second year of the project) that will consider this document as a starting point to define the business
strategy.

1.4 Contributors
The following partners have contributed to this deliverable:


Montimage



AIMES



CA Technologies



Tecnalia

1.5 Acronyms and abbreviations
API

Application Programming Interface

IDE

Integrated Development
Environment

AWS

Amazon Web Services

IT

Information Technology

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

KR

Key Results

CSC

Cloud Service Consumer

PaaS

Platform as a Service

CSN

Cloud Service Partner

QoS

Quality of Service

CSP

Cloud Service Provider

QoSec

Quality of Security

DevOps

Development and Operations

SaaS

Software as a Service

DSS

Decision Support System

SbD

Security by Design

DST

Development Support Team

SBM

Service Business Manager

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service

SLA

Service-Level Agreement

ICT

Information and Communication
Technologies

VM

Virtual Machine
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2 Cloud market analysis
The cloud ecosystem has experienced an unexpected growth in the last few years, and it is expected to
continue growing. Nowadays, the popularity of the cloud does not stop expanding and more and more
services are available every day. This ecosystem, composed of varied and heterogeneous components,
includes from hardware providers to application developers, as well as cloud service providers and
telecom operators. End users, that consume the cloud resources, can be considered as the link that
makes worth the entire ecosystem.
Of course, as observed for other technologies, diverse stakeholders are interested on the different
components of the cloud ecosystem. Figure 1 shows the main cloud stakeholders, as well as the most
relevant technology providers for each area according to [1].

Figure 1. Cloud stakeholders overview, including the most relevant players for each category
Cloud computing initiatives are the most important project for the majority of IT departments today
(16%) and are expected to cause the most disruption in the future [2]. This means that most of the
business around cloud computing are expected to increase their income. Furthermore, the good news
for the MUSA project also come from the next assertion: “Enterprises are predicting they will increase
their spending on security technologies by 46%, cloud computing by 42% with the greatest growth in
enterprises with over 1,000 employees (52%), 38% in business analytics, 36% for storage solutions
and 35% for wireless & mobile” [3]. Thus, the combination of security technologies and cloud
computing represents the most powerful alliance to be demanded in the near future.
The following subsections analyse in detail the role of each technology provider in the cloud
ecosystem, with an emphasis on how they get profit and how the MUSA framework will be
advantageous for their business, as well as how end users will benefit from the MUSA developments.

2.1 Infrastructure (hardware) providers
Cloud infrastructure (hardware) providers are one of the main cloud stakeholders that have
experimented an increment of their sales thanks to the growing popularity of the cloud.
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According to International Data Corporation (IDC) [4], the worldwide server market revenues
increased 1.9% in the fourth quarter of 2014 [5], representing the third consecutive quarter of yearover-year revenue growth. While the prediction of PC shipments projects a drop of nearly 5% in 2015,
companies such as Microsoft, Amazon, and Apple have spent unprecedented amounts in data centres,
showing the growing tendency to use more and more cloud services (especially by mobile users) [6].

Figure 2. Worldwide hosting and cloud market size (2010-2016) [7]
Adding some numbers to the predictions above, Figure 2 shows the evolution of the worldwide
hosting and cloud market size from 2010 to how it is expected to be in 2016. It is worth mentioning
that the market size increases for all the areas with a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) that
varies 6 to 57% depending on the offered service. These numbers and predictions make investments in
cloud computing very beneficial for short and mid-term investors.
These forecasts related to infrastructure providers for cloud environments are very positive for the
MUSA project; the higher availability of cloud infrastructures will lead to a higher amount of offered
services, that means more potential users for the MUSA framework, especially regarding sensitive
information that will be able to be secured thanks to the MUSA solution.

2.2 Cloud service providers (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS)
One of the main issues that users evaluate when moving sensitive information to the cloud, is the
security, privacy, and trust offered by the cloud platform, since they are concerned about retaining full
control of their information. As stated by the Marketing Coordinator of eFolder [8], “by giving your
clients the peace of mind that their data is always being monitored, they will be more open to the idea
of adopting cloud technologies” [9]. This assertion, together with the current trend of using more and
more multi-cloud services for easing many tasks (e.g., data storage, processing, leisure, gaming)
enforces the need of the MUSA framework, which will be able to allow application self-protection at
runtime, providing users with mechanisms to preserve data integrity and privacy.
Furthermore, the high availability of cloud services (see Figure 3), and the growing amount of cloudbased applications [10], will benefit both the CSPs at all levels (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) and the MUSA
framework that will be able to operate in a technology that will be in expansion in the coming years.
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Figure 3. Downtime in 2014 of compute services (in hours) [11]
How the cloud market will evolve in the next years has been predicted by big players in the industry
with the aim of determining the most promising cloud-related areas for the near future. Cisco
elaborated a detailed global cloud forecast [12], in which predicts that by 2018, 59% of the total cloud
workloads will be SaaS workloads, up from 41% in 2013, and that 28% of the total workloads in 2018
will be IaaS, with a slight drop from 44% in 2013. Regarding PaaS, Cisco predicts that it will reduce
from 15% in 2013 to 13% in 2018. These numbers, which are detailed in Figure 4, show that the
demand for SaaS will grow faster in the next future, thus giving more relevance (higher availability
and usage) to the cloud software, both in terms of available applications and services, and regarding
the support services such as resource management, security, availability, and reliability.

Figure 4. Cloud services deployment forecast 2013-2018
Public IT cloud services reached around $47.4 billion in 2013 and is expected to be more than $107
billion in 2017 (see Figure 5). Over the forecast period analysed by IDC [13], public IT cloud services
will have a CAGR of 24%, five times that of the IT industry as a whole. The growing focus on cloud
services as a business innovation platform will help to drive spending on public IT cloud services to
new levels throughout the forecast period. By 2017, IDC expects public IT cloud services will drive
17% of IT products spending and nearly half of all growth across five technology categories:
applications, system infrastructure software, PaaS, servers, and basic storage.
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Figure 5. Worldwide public IT cloud services spending by segment (in $ billion)
Moreover, MarketsandMarkets [14], the consulting and market research firm, has estimated that the
growth of hybrid cloud will reach about $84.67 billion in 2019. The research examined that the global
market for hybrid cloud computing in the organizations is estimated to grow from $25.28 billion in
2014 with a CAGR of 27.3% from 2014 to 2019 [15]. The report also asserts that cloud computing
adoption has been slow in recent years because of concerns related to privacy and security, but
predicts that it will grow in the coming years, with an increment of the number of services and the
control of the costs. Finally, another aspect that is analysed in [15] is the fact that the rapid adoption of
cloud computing is making organizations to spend more on security. The growing demand for
managed security services –such as the MUSA framework- is playing a major role in shaping the
future of cloud-based security services market, and the market is expected to reach $8.71 billion in
2019.
In view of the numbers and estimations detailed above, we can assert that cloud computing is playing
a crucial role in changing the way companies consume and use information technologies. Now, there
are signs that cloud services are starting to shift into a new phase where the scale of cloud adoption
will not only be much bigger, but also more user and solution driven. In this phase of growth, cloud
and other growing technologies such as mobile, social, or Big Data, will become ever more
interdependent as they continue to drive growth and innovation across all industries that depend on IT.

2.3 Application developers
Considering the expected growth for SaaS in the coming years (see Figure 5 and Figure 6) it is clear
that the number of employments related to the different aspects cloud computing will also increase.
According to Evans Data Corporation [16], there are more than 18 million software developers
worldwide yet less than 25% are developing for the cloud today. We can expect that as cloud
continues to be adopted, more developers will develop for the cloud, especially considering that,
according to IDC, 85% of the new software being built today is oriented to cloud environments.
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Figure 6. Global public cloud market size forecast (2011-2020)
As can be depicted from Figure 7, the evolution of IT jobs in the last few years shows a clear tendency
on creating new jobs specially related to cloud, with a CAGR of 26%. Considering this together with
the predictions regarding investments and cloud services deployment, the future for cloud software
developers is very promising. The basic rationale for job creation is that IT innovation allows for
business innovation, which leads to business revenue, which leads to job creation [17].

Figure 7. Worldwide IT jobs, 2011-2015
In the context of MUSA, the growing cloud-oriented job creation will be very beneficial, both for
cloud software developers and for the MUSA framework. The former will be able to benefit from the
MUSA developments in order to secure their services and applications without the enormous effort of
developing secure cloud environments from scratch, while the latter will see how it is applied to real
deployments, so allowing it to grow and improve with the experience gained during its use.

2.4 End users
The near future for the cloud ecosystem is very promising in terms of number and variety of available
applications and services. However, the security still represents an important concern for most of the
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users, as shown in the study published by CloudPassage [18] (see Figure 8), which suggests that
security concerns are the biggest worry for cloud adoption.

Figure 8. Concerns about public cloud hosting
The MUSA framework will provide a number of security mechanisms to guarantee the protection of
user data when using multi-cloud applications and services. Furthermore, the security and trust
mechanisms provided by the MUSA framework will be transparently integrated into the diverse
services and applications executed by the end users.
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3 MUSA market needs (the need for multi-cloud security)
3.1 ICT trends: a market moving rapidly to multi-cloud applications
Rapid, high quality application development has been the goal of ICT from the start. Component
based software development has been seen as the silver bullet that will solve this issue for a long time,
however there have been many barriers to adoption and success in the various initiatives from object
oriented programming and service oriented architectures. None has come close to achieving this status
until the widely adopted evolution of cloud computing and cloud services. Cloud computing gave the
IT infrastructure world a much needed change and cloud services changed the way applications were
developed, delivered and consumed. At the same time the rise of the App Economy created a market
for simple, one or two function applications that were self-contained, driven initially by the mobile
phone marketplace. This has inevitably led to the rise in a mash-up, pick and mix type of application
development and delivery strategy. Cloud Services were originally seen as an in house only or external
use only architecture for security and compliance reasons.
A feature of the growing cloud market is the use of non-corporate cloud services by people outside the
mainstream IT departments to fulfil a business need. Cloud services thus consumed are often
identified and used without the IT or procurement departments input. This has resulted in IT
procurement and control being subverted by the growth of rogue or shadow IT. Shadow IT had
originally been seen as a major risk to corporate security, mostly prevalent in the sales and marketing
arms of the business. Most organisations have now changed their view of shadow IT from something
to ban to something to allow, albeit under improved control to maintain security and compliance
demands. This has led to the development of hybrid services that consist of workflow applications that
link internal and external applications into a valuable asset. In turn this has generated a strong interest
in multi cloud computing, simply because all a corporations cloud computing needs may no longer be
met just using an internal cloud.
In parallel with the growth of multi-cloud computing, microservices1 are being seen as the next logical
step in component based development and deployment. The growth in the use of microservices has led
to a need for more multi-service sensitive tools and architectures. Multi-cloud computing and micro
services growth is the reality behind the proposed “Internet Service Marketplace” from 10 years ago
that generated a number of FP6 research projects. If the new multi-cloud and microservice led service
market place is to flourish, common standards and tools for defining a service, creating SLAs and
selecting services becomes an imperative. The reduced cost of entry has also developed new providers
of cloud services that are going to challenge the dominance of the large cloud service
Cloud computing uptake is expanding for many reasons, as already mentioned, because cloud offers a
lower cost entry point than purchasing your own IT infrastructure. Many end users of cloud computing
are not even aware that they are cloud users. The most frequently quoted reasons for adopting cloud
computing are the cost reductions delivered by using resources from outside the organisation and the
ability to scale rapidly (cloud bursting).
The ease and comparative low cost of cloud computing and some of flagship applications are fuelling
an increase in cloud use from the smallest to the largest organisations and cloud computing is the
delivery model of choice for a majority of users.
A further trend that is attracting stakeholders to the cloud computing arena is in the area of software
containers. Containers [19], self-contained applications that include the operating system they run on,

1

Commonly, complex applications are composed of small independent processes that can communicate with
each other through a language independent API. These processes are known as microservices.
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are gaining a reputation for ease of development and deployment. Since they can be accessed over the
Internet via a language independent API there is little to distinguish these containers from web service
enabled cloud applications. Containers are seen as the next stage in the evolution of service
virtualisation, after virtual machines. Containers are self-contained and at the moment perform single
function business support. However, as more small Internet of Things (IoT) components are being
accessed through their own containers it will follow that containers will become linked as components
in larger applications. As comparatively small components that are accessed by an API they can be
sourced both internally and externally linked by a broader application workflow. This workflow
appears to the end user as a single application but is in fact made up of microservices or containers
potentially from different cloud service providers. An example would be the use of a series of
accounting microservices linked with a government supplied container based service that calculates
tax owing. In this way microservices and containers demonstrate their multi service and multi cloud
behaviour. There are many blogs and analyst reports [20] that anticipate the level of uptake of
containers and microservices will result in a similar explosion of content and services to the early days
of server virtualisation and the VM sprawl that is only now being brought under control.
With regards to the security aspects, the market for secure cloud services is synonymous with the
growth of cloud computing. Many analysts blame the “lack” of security as a brake or barrier to the
adoption of cloud computing. Others, on the contrary, argue that the level of security of cloud services
is greater or at least as much as that of non-cloud services. For example, Forbes has a series of articles
that analyses the security problems with cloud computing including “Why Cloud Computing Security
Is No Longer An Oxymoron” [21] and “Will Security Kill The Cloud” [22] and concludes that many
of the problems of data leakage or other breaches are no more prevalent in a cloud computing
environment than in a more traditional environment.

3.2 Cloud market size and growth
The cloud computing market is growing rapidly and has been enjoying this growth for some time. In
Figure 4, the growth is illustrated as being 15% in 2013 and is now predicted to continue to rise 13%
year on year. Section 2 indicates that cloud computing will exceed the compound annual growth of the
IT industry as a whole in the next few years. The current market is seen to be dominated by a few
large players: Google, Amazon, and Microsoft are the most frequently mentioned companies. Some
analysts have gone as far as to predict that these large suppliers will take over almost all the IT cloud
provision in time to come. However there are some issues with that approach as evidenced by the
growth and spread of small, but significant European cloud service providers such as AIMES (a
partner in MUSA research) and Flexiant (a partner in MODAClouds [23]). Many organisations, in
Europe particularly, are wary of being locked into one vendor. The fear of vendor lock-in and the need
to have a more personalised service will maintain the smaller vendors for some time. If we move from
the provision of cloud infrastructure by PaaS and IaaS to SaaS and the provision of public services we
can see from the stakeholder analysis that some of the growth in cloud computing is related to the
growth in hybrid cloud implementations, bringing developers and users into contact with multi-cloud
computing.

3.3 Regulation, legislation and government policy
It is not the focus of the present study to provide a complete discussion on regulation and policy with
regards to data protection and privacy in cloud. Nevertheless, this section provides a summary of the
current status of the EU regulatory framework that will influence the directions of the technical
research and results of MUSA. Section 2.3 mentioned the potential failure of corporate compliance
including the increasing risk of threat and vulnerabilities engendered by shadow IT. While this may be
a challenge to regulation it can be controlled [24]. It is the area of cyber security, data protection,
privacy and location that this section will focus.
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The global nature of cloud computing based on the Internet is influencing a number of regulations and
legislation to rule the way cloud services and data are protected against privacy and security flaws or
cyber attacks. The EU is leading the way in a number of areas of privacy and security. Other areas of
the world are not so well service with a legal framework, for example the USA has no data protection
legislation. One of the oldest EU directives in place for ICT protection is the Data Protection Directive
of 1995 (95/46/EC). Although this is likely to be succeeded with a new version started in 2012 it still
remains in force in the EU. The data protection directive provides a way for individuals to control the
use of their personal data by companies. It does not include personal use of personal data such as
personal address books. While it does not explicitly mention privacy it does include a provision that
requires that data is not used in any way that may potentially cause damage or distress. It is interesting
to note that the UK data protection act of 1998 also enshrines in law the principle that data cannot be
moved outside the boundaries of the EU unless it is going to an area that is guided by similar
principles. There are also moves dating from 2014 to further restrict the movement of data and require
companies that do business in the EU to observe EU data protection legislation even if they are based
outside the borders of the EU. Security is also considered as worthy of legislation and in 2013 a draft
cyber security proposal [25] was put in place for the resilience and security of the Internet and other
critical infrastructures.
These directives and legislations are all part of the Digital Agenda for Europe, which sets out 14
actions for the improvement of cyber security readiness. It also includes the policy on Critical
Infrastructure protection as well as the other policies discussed in Section 7 of this document.
The EU framework of legislation and policy provides a relevant context for the work in MUSA
project. The project will support and enable the adherence to some major issues that fall into the rules
of this legislation, for example, the data integrity, data confidentiality and data location As EU
legislation and regulation on privacy and data protection are still being formulated, MUSA project will
closely follow the progresses and try to adhere to the approved updates in the laws and directives.
It is clear from the market direction that cloud computing is here to stay and is already evolving as any
good technology does. Security of SaaS applications and other architectures such as PaaS is rooted in
identity and access control and little different from other computing architectures. The increasing
componentisation of applications and abstraction of IT infrastructure are introducing individual
component security issues that will expose vulnerabilities that are specific to the multi-cloud, multiservice environment. Currently these application components are individually protected, or not. The
easiest example is the mobile phone. Once the passcode has been entered most of the apps are open to
immediate use, some are protected by different passcodes but still vulnerable. The market has a need
for a different security model for such multi-app devices but more importantly without this being
addressed in the multi-cloud, multi-service domain the evolution of cloud computing may stall and we
will again struggle to develop component based applications and pass the way of the other attempts
such as SOA.
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4 MUSA value proposition
The focus of MUSA is to be able to empower cloud users, by delivering a security assurance platform
and decision support tool in the procurement of cloud services. The result of these components will
deliver the cloud consumer an SLA with the chosen cloud provider.
The composite SLA template shall support security policies and constraints that originate from the
three different service delivery models (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS).
The identified Key exploitable Results (KR) of MUSA described in Table 1 summarizes the value that
MUSA will deliver to its customers.
Table 1. MUSA key results and added value for the customer
KR Id.

Key exploitable
results

Potential
customers

Impact: Added value for the customer

Stakeholders

KR0

MUSA
Framework

Application
developers +
Application
operators

The collection of MUSA methods and tools All of KR1 to
supporting the security-intelligent integrated lifecycle KR9.
management of multi-cloud applications. It is
composed of the KR1 to KR9 bellow.

KR1

MUSA
Integrated
Development
Environment
(IDE)

Application
developers

This IDE will increase the innovation capacities of Application
application developers as they will accelerate the Developer.
creation of applications that exploit multiple cloud Application
resources in a robust manner, independently of the Architect.
potential security issues the cloud providers may Security
have. They will be able to specify both at Architect.
application component level and at integrated
SLA of the application the security properties
offered by the application leveraging the security,
costs and performance properties of the clouds
underneath.

KR2

MUSA security Application
libraries
developers
(monitoring,
Application
enforcement
operators
and notification
mechanisms)

The application developers will improve the multi- Security
cloud application by embedding the MUSA libraries Architect.
into the components in a non-intrusive manner so the Service
application is prepared for self-protection at Business
runtime. Application operators will exploit the Manager
libraries capacities for monitoring, enforcement and
notification to ease and automate the integrated
assurance of security during the operation. Both
features are novel approaches with no competitors in
the market.

KR3

MUSA decision Application
support tool
developers

This tool will guide the application developers during Service
the selection of the adequate cloud resources where Business
the application components will be deployed, helping Manager
balancing security (QoSec), business (costs) and
functional requirements (QoS). The tool will also
serve application operators in re-deployment
process for selecting new combinations of clouds.
The application providers that act as both roles will
be the ones that most benefit from the tool as it links
both activities through a DevOps approach, therefore,
reducing re-deployment times and faults.

Application
operators

KR4

MUSA

Application

The application operators will be able to automate Applications
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Stakeholders

operators
distributed
deployment tool

and normalise the simultaneous (re-)deployments Architect
of the multi-cloud application components to
distributed cloud providers, which is currently a
manual and tedious process. Thanks to the DevOps
approach, this deployment will be faster and
aligned with application security requirements.

KR5

MUSA
monitoring
service

Application
operators

Application operators will be empowered with a tool Security
to better control at real-time the security and Architect
functional properties of multi-cloud applications
and the cloud resources underneath. Currently
these are two separate options, and particularly
security monitoring is not holistic in the sense that
the existing tools do not support integrated and
consistent levels of monitoring (application and
cloud).

KR6

Application
MUSA
operators
enforcement
support service

Through the use of this service, the application System
operators will be able to enforce the multi-cloud Operator
application security policies, even if they do not
have control over the data processing and storage
SLAs of the cloud resources used. This is one of
the major needs of cloud consumers.

KR7

MUSA
notification
service

Application
operators

Real-time control and management of the security
properties of the multi-cloud application will let
application operators be informed and promptly
react to security incidents, and minimize the
impacts of faults.

System
Operator,
Security
Architect

KR8

MUSA
security
assurance
platform
(KR5-6-7)

Application
operators

Application operators will benefit from the pay-peruse model of the MUSA security assurance services
(either independently or in combination) that will let
them save in CAPEX (capital expenditures).

System
Operator,
Security
Architect

KR9

Guide for an Application
integrated
developers
multi-cloud
Application
secure
operators
applications
lifecycle
management

Application developers will learn on SbD based Application
support practices and tools for multi-cloud Developer
application creation balancing their security and
functional parameters.
Application operators will learn on methods and
tools supporting the integrated and consistent
management of multi-cloud applications at
runtime.
Application providers that include development and
operations teams will be the ones taking the most out
of the guide, as they will exploit the gained
knowledge on DevOps approach to reduce
reworks and time to-market.

KR10

Application
Innovative
multi-cloud
developers
application
Application
service
operators
prototypes that
exploit

Serve as reference implementations of security- Applications
intelligent multi-cloud applications for application Architect
developers that will use them to demonstrate the
potential of such applications.
And application operators will exploit these
implementations to learn and innovate in integrated
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Stakeholders

security of cloud-based applications.

As expressed in Table 1, the MUSA Framework or KR0 encompasses all the KR1 to KR9, as it is the
overall result of the project, which combines a series of tools addressing diverse potential customers.
Therefore, the value proposition study and market analysis will be performed per individual
component of the framework.
The KR9 and KR10 represent different exploitation routes than that of previous KR1 to KR8 because
they are not software components of the framework. The KR9 is a guiding support for the application
developers to assist them in integrating multi-cloud architectural style and security as part of their
application development, whereas the KR10 will focus on providing reference multi-cloud
implementations for application developers. These reference implementations are crucial to
applications architects in designing the multi-cloud application in accordance with best practice. The
reference implementations within KR10 will primarily be the ones developed in the two case studies
of the project.

4.1 Cost motivations
Cloud Computing is becoming a commodity resource for large and small organisations. Investment in
IT infrastructure is focussed around a cost model, which is geared towards an operational expenditure
model. This is particularly true in the case of SME’s (see Figure 9) and the growth of cloud based
platforms like Office 365. Organisations are typically moving beyond having their own on premise
solution, for whatever purpose that maybe (exchange, finance, document storage). The reasoning
behind these results resides in a number of factors including but not limited to expertise, cost, security
and resilience of the solution.

Figure 9. Breakdown of UK SMEs and the adoption of the cloud [26]
The Right Scale 2015 State of the cloud report [27] shows that 93% of their annual survey respondents
are using cloud services. The split between public and private cloud can be explained by a number of
actors, such as legal, regulatory and in some cases familiarity with private cloud vendors like VMware
or public cloud vendors like AWS.
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Figure 10. Trends in public, private, and hybrid cloud adoption [27]
Looking at both the private and public sectors; on the route to ascertain cloud services there are
different drivers and often, different routes
What MUSA will do is provide an independent assessment of the cloud market, and ensure that the
legal and operational obligations of the cloud consumer are being met. Empowering the cloud
consumer with defined service level agreements provides protection that they are receiving the service
they expect. The average cost of data centre downtime across industries is $5,600 per minute. With
MUSA empowering the cloud consumer, they will be able to understand the risks associated with
choosing one operator over another [28].
Data Centre owners and operators, as well as cloud consumers are continually required to address cost
and security, but without compromising on either. The MUSA framework will provide a tool capable
of understanding the security requirements for the application to exist securely on the cloud. Investing
in this tool will reduce the likelihood of business incurring the outage costs referenced above.
Focussing on specific actors and potential users of the MUSA framework; the independent nature of
the DST provides business managers with a variety of cloud service providers (CSP) and a
recommendation based on specific inputs. In the UK public sector a catalogue of CSPs are listed on
the GCLOUD 6 Cloud Store [29], and service business managers are expected to filter the list based
on a number of parameters. Introducing the MUSA Framework as a means of transparent procurement
of cloud services, based on a variety of inputs, to produce a best fit is a huge cost motivation for
budget holders in terms of value for money, and expensive deployment of technical personnel for
independent validation of results.

4.2 Revenue motivations
The revenue within the cloud service industry is generated by the cloud consumers. If we take the
Microsoft Azure platform as an example, on average 1,000 new customers sign up for their platform
every day [30]. Amazon Web Services (AWS) has more than 1 Million active customers [31].
Combining the total value of these two cloud service providers alone over a 5-year period we have
upwards of 2,825,000 cloud consumers using only the main public cloud providers.
So where does MUSA fit into this? From a cloud consumer perspective, we need to ask, how did they
come to the decision to use either AWS or Azure? Was it a decision based on price, knowledge or
other factors? Would they have paid a nominal fee for independent real time security assessment of the
cloud market?
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Let us assume that they had adopted the MUSA Framework and further assume that the MUSA
Framework over this 5-year period focused primarily on AWS and Azure and was involved in the
selection of 0.1% of these cloud consumer transactions. This means that the MUSA Framework would
have assisted in the procurement of 28250 cloud services for AWS and Amazon globally.
The benefit for the cloud consumer is of course independent recommendation of the service, but the
benefit for the cloud service provider is the custom of cloud consumers who, without the decision
support service provided by the MUSA framework, would have otherwise not used their services.
In other words, if we focus on the Azure uptake rate of 1,000 customers a day, MUSA hypothetically
speaking could add 3 days’ worth of customers to their platform; customers they would have never
had. If we work on another assumption that these customers are paying $10 per month for their
services, then these conservative estimates deliver a projected market size upwards of $339,000 per
year.
The above assumptions do not take into account other CSP like AIMES, Google, Rackspace, UK Fast,
Kocsistem to name but a few. However, it demonstrates the potential value of the MUSA framework
to a CSP. There is a revenue motivation for the CSP to subscribe to the MUSA Framework to attract
customers that they would otherwise not have.
If a small percentage of all cloud service purchases were facilitated through the MUSA DST this is a
potential market for revenue.
Other revenue sources for MUSA are those of the multi-cloud application developers themselves,
which may want to make their application perform secure in multi-cloud environments. Marketing
their applications as secure can make a market difference for them and take advantage over their
competitors. If their applications are prepared (at design time) to be able to work with the support of
the Security Assurance Platform SaaS in MUSA Framework, they can claim that the security of their
applications is continuously monitored and enforced. Preparing the applications will involve the use of
the MUSA IDE in the Framework for embedding the security libraries in the application components.
Therefore, the market strategies of these two products need to be studied in parallel.

4.3 Drivers for adoption in the value chain
The MUSA value chain is governed by three main technical activities: multi-cloud security-by-design
engineering, multi-cloud secure deployment and multi-cloud security assurance (see Figure 11).
MUSA proposes that these activities are DevOps and agile engineering oriented for the support of the
security-integrated management of multi-cloud application lifecycle. This approach, together with the
exploitation activities, aligned to open source communities, cloud tool/technology vendors, and CSPs
will help to facilitate the adoption of the MUSA framework.
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Figure 11. MUSA overall value chain
Furthermore, the MUSA platform will be promoted by an intensive marketing campaign that will be
oriented to make the framework known, and will be endorsed by the scientific results coming from the
MUSA project that will be published in specialised journals, conferences, and industry events, as well
as advertised in specialised websites and magazines.

4.4 MUSA exploitable results
The plan for the commercialisation of the MUSA exploitable results includes four main components:
- MUSA IDE: plug-in to be embedded in multi-cloud applications to add security capabilities.
- MUSA libraries: open APIs to embed security functionalities in multi-cloud applications.
- MUSA decision support tool: web application for intelligent decision based on well-balanced
security, functional and costs aspects of cloud resources.
- MUSA distributed deployment tool.
For these four tools, two versions will be available: a basic version, which will be open-source license,
and a professional version, which will include advanced features that could be licensed in proprietary
formats. Further information regarding exploitation activities will be included in the deliverables from
Task 7.2 - Exploitation, specifically, D7.2 - Business scenarios analysis, D7.3 - Initial exploitation
plan, and D7.4 - Final exploitation plan.

4.5 Market segmentation
According to ETSI SLA and to ISO 17788 and ISO 17789, three main roles can be identified in a
cloud architecture:
● Cloud Service Customer (CSC),
● Cloud Service Provider (CSP),
● Cloud Service Partner (CSN).
Adapting and extending these roles to the specific MUSA multi-cloud environment, we can identify
the following MUSA stakeholders:
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●
●
●
●

End User: final customer of the multi-cloud application, CSC role.
System Operator: responsible of the deployment of multi-cloud applications, CSP role.
Service Administrator: runtime management of the multi-cloud applications, CSC role.
Service Business Manager: business aspects of offering cloud services to cloud service
customers, CSP role.
● Application Developer: develop applications and services, CSN role.
● Application Architect: design of multi-cloud applications, CSN role.
● Security Architect: assures the security in the design of multi-cloud applications, CSN role.
Table 2 analyses the main reasons why the MUSA stakeholders need secure multi-cloud applications.
Table 2. Stakeholders and their needs for secure (multi-cloud) applications
Stakeholder

Need for secure (multi-cloud) applications

End User

In cloud computing the end user requires a useable and secure
service. The end user of a cloud service is often a customer of the
Cloud Service Customer

System Operator

The MUSA framework will deliver an honest and true
assessment of the security of the application in one cloud setting,
over another cloud setting

Service Administrator

The revenue motivations for the Service Administrator are to
allow the MUSA framework to perform the job of run time
management automatically, as opposed to this being a manual
process

Service Business Manager
(SBM)

Secure applications for the SBM are about ensuring the customer
is aware of the security of its data, the application in relation to
the overall architecture of the CSP’s environment The MUSA
value proposition will empower the SBM to constantly compare
the offering of the CSP to that of others, to ensure they’re
environment is as secure, if not more secure, than other
competitors

Applications Developer

Integrating applications across heterogeneous multiple clouds
requires a level of expertise. The MUSA value proposition for
the applications developer is making available cloud resources in
accordance with the requirements to deliver true multi cloud
applications

Applications Architect

Accomplishing maximum benefits for an application is the
objective of the applications architect. Being able to combine the
benefits of different cloud offerings with the responsibility of the
Applications Architect, and the MUSA value proposition
demonstrates those benefits via the user defined parameters and
requirements used in the DST

Security Architect

The MUSA Security assurance platform will empower the
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Need for secure (multi-cloud) applications
security architect by delivering full knowledge of the
environment of which the application is housed. This is a
valuable tool in assisting the security architect in their role
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5 Competitors, current solutions and initiatives
This section depicts the main competitors of the MUSA framework, including related solutions, direct
competitors and similar initiatives.

5.1 Commercial solutions
As the MUSA framework is composed of a number of tools that will be productized and most likely
packetized independently, the competitor landscape is conformed of various kinds of solutions that are
summarize in Table 3.
Table 3. MUSA competitor landscape
KR Id.
KR1

Key exploitable
results

Competitor type

MUSA Integrated Cloud-based application
Development
modelling IDEs
Environment (IDE)

Purpose
Specify the cloud-based
application by means of
abstraction models

KR3

MUSA decision
support tool

Cloud brokerage
platforms

Mediate in between cloud
customers and cloud service
providers in order to ease the
cloud provisioning.

KR4

MUSA distributed
deployment tool

Cloud deployers

Automate the deployment of
(multi) cloud-based
applications

KR8

MUSA security
assurance platform
(KR5-6-7)

Security-as-a-service
solutions

Provide security services from
the cloud in a pay-per-use
model

5.1.1 Cloud-based application modelling IDEs
The PaaSage project [32] is developing CloudMF [33], an Integrated Development Environment based
on CAMEL (Cloud Application Modelling and Execution Language) that is one of the candidates to
be adopted in MUSA. The other candidate is ModaClouds extended Modelio [23], which is an opensource modelling environment with combined UML/BPMN modeller supporting a wide range of
models and diagrams.
Both modelling environments use models based on variants of CloudML modelling language, but
none of them is focused on supporting the specification of security features of multi-cloud
applications, and that would be the innovation of the MUSA IDE.
Other modelling environments based on TOSCA cloud modelling language by OASIS [34] do exist
such as the open source Winery [35], but the development status of this environment is less advanced
than the two based on CloudML variants. In any case, Winery Eclipse project does not particularly
support security features specification.
Similar to Winery, the Cloud Application Management Framework [36] is an Eclipse project based on
TOSCA, which is working on a toolset to assist Cloud application lifecycle management operations.
Other non-open source cloud modelling environments do exist, with SOMF (Service-Oriented
Modeling Framework ™) profile in Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect [37] as major exponent.
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Bluemix [38] is the IBM PaaS based on Cloud Foundry. All these approaches need to be further
analysed when detailing the exploitation strategy of the MUSA IDE.

5.1.2 Cloud Brokerage platforms
Cloud Brokerage platforms are available and prominent in the cloud industry. This was demonstrated
by the ComputeNext exhibit at cloud Expo Europe earlier in 2015.
ComputeNext says “Whether you’re looking for to launch a staging environment, low-latency
microsites, or high performance computing on-demand; discover the best price, performance, and SLA
for you”. ComputeNext addresses the procurement of cloud services and the SLA but not the multi
cloud aspect. The service has subscribers across the world by way of Cloud Brokerage Platforms,
where CSPs can register to be an IaaS provider.
As well as providing a gateway to CSPs service, they also provision cloud marketplaces for CSPs in
an easier way to procure services. If we compare this with MUSA, whereas MUSA is looking to
address the whole market, this feature would deliver the MUSA Framework but only to the products
that the CSP is offering,
ComputeNext has global presence and in March 2014 raised $4m in funding to become the “expedia
of cloud computing” [39].
Cloud Brokerage Services are being provided by IT consultancy businesses like Gravitant. Their
approach to an equivalent DST or brokerage platform is by categorising cloud services into a small
number of services (e.g., HPC, Disaster Recovery, Content MGMT, etc.). Their services only compare
public cloud providers unlike MUSA who will look to compare private cloud providers as well like
AIMES, Flexiant, Telecity, etc. [40].
Cloud Brokerage is being offered through informative platforms like the above two examples,
however they are not as transparent as the process provided by the MUSA DST.
Multi-cloud storage is a concept which multcloud.com have taken advantage of. MultCloud manages
different cloud storage providers and puts them into one place. This concept of MultCloud only
addresses cloud storage, but not the application, and does not make any recommendation [41].
Public cloud provider Windows Azure afford Geo-Redundant storage, which would mean that in the
event of storage failure there would exist the ability for the application to remain live [42].
Keeping the focus on multi-national approaches to cloud security. IBM’s dynamic cloud security is
designed to control and maintain the security of a variety of cloud settings (including public, private
and hybrid clouds). The product addresses data, application, network, and end point security (see
Figure 12).

Figure 12. IBM Dynamic Cloud Security [43]
The CISCO Security Solution Overview provides a reference design and addresses technical,
governance and regulatory requirements. If we compare this product directly with the IBM solution,
Cisco also provides a framework for data centre physical security [44]. Comparing with MUSA,
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MUSA is about runtime verification of the environment security. The Cisco model merely proposes an
architecture for that.
Despite this, what the Cisco solution addresses, and what the MUSA Framework should also look to
address, is the concept of addressing governance and regulatory security. Working with the public
sector, e.g., the health sector, requires these configurations, and the Cisco Security Solution addresses
some of these demands, albeit not all. A value added proposition for MUSA would be the verification
of the environment during runtime, to ensure it is addressing the governance and regulatory
requirements.
MUSA DST will compete with Aggregation Brokerage services that provide candidate palettes of
services and then aggregate them for a composite service provisioning. The transparent nature of the
MUSA DST allows the end user to see how the tool has come to the decision it has. In the public
sector and with accountable bodies, transparency within cloud service procurement is important, and
MUSA will compete to become the framework of choice for the procurement of cloud services.
Some SaaS providers are presenting a cloud brokerage platform to their customers so they have a
choice as to where their software will be hosted, in general the SaaS Provider does not have vested
interest as to where something is hosted, though some may go into agreements into CSPs.
The MUSA DST has ambitions to compare and provide services to a number of CSP’s, however the
multi cloud context of this makes the DST quite niche in both the context and purposes for a multi
cloud brokerage service.
Particularly for cloud selection brokerage, the recently launched open source tool PerfKit [45], as well
as other freely available on-line tools such as Cloudorado [46] or SoftwareInsider-Cloud Computing
[47] will be studied.

5.1.3 Cloud deployers
As the MUSA deployer will be an open source tool, its main competitors will be open source utilities
that ease the configuration management and deployment of (multi-)cloud applications. There exist a
number of such tools such as Open Cloud Pier [48], Puppet [49] and Chef [50], that follow different
approaches to the configuration management but they lack the main required features in order to
deploy multi-cloud secure applications.
In Wikipedia we can find a complete comparison of open-source configuration management software
offers [51] that will be carefully studied in the future to benchmark the MUSA deployer.
A prominent competitor is RightScale [52] although its approach is, unlike MUSA’s, to offer features
to deploy one application in multiple clouds, not excerpts (components) of one application in several
clouds.

5.1.4 Security-as-a-Service solutions
With the advent of cloud computing, security and privacy services to be integrated in infrastructure,
services or systems from the cloud are becoming popular. These as-a-service solutions usually include
services such as identity/authentication, anti-virus, anti-malware/spyware, intrusion detection,
vulnerability scanning and SIEM. Examples of such solutions are: PingOne [53] for authentication,
BeyondSaaS [54] for vulnerability scanning, Panda Cloud Protection [55] for anti-virus,
CloudAccess’s Cloud SIEM for SIEM [56], etc., to name a few.
In this line, MUSA Security Assurance platform services compete directly with the SIEM and other
monitoring in the cloud services. Once the concrete services that will be provided multi-cloud
application monitoring, enforcement and notification are completely defined and mature, we will be
able to provide a more detailed analysis of the competitors.
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5.2 Related projects
Many projects focused on security and privacy on cloud technologies have been proposed in the recent
years. Table 4 summarizes those that are currently active in research on issues addressed by MUSA, as
well as their similarities and differences with MUSA.
Table 4. Related EU-funded research projects
Project Name

Objectives

Relation to MUSA

MODACLOUDS MOdel-Driven
Approach for design
and execution of
applications
on
multiple Clouds, FP7,
2012-2015, [57].

MODAClouds is a project focussed
around providing methods, a decision
support system (DSS) and an open source
IDE and run-time environment for the
high-level design, early prototyping,
semi- automatic code generation, and
automatic deployment of applications on
multi-clouds with guaranteed quality of
services.

MODAClouds
focuses
on
the
deployment of multiple clouds, rather
than the security of said applications. It
doesn’t focus on empowering the end
user by providing an SLA, and through
the DSS create a best recommendation.

SPECS – Secure
Provisioning
of
CLOUD
Services
based
on
SLA
Management,
FP7,
2013-2016, [58].

SPECS focuses on the delivery of
security services guaranteed through
security SLA’s. The end result is the
ability for the CSC (Cloud Service
Consumer) to successfully understand the
trade-offs between CSP (Cloud Service
Providers).

The multi cloud element of secure
applications is missing in the SPECS
approach. The SPECS framework
enhances the security of public CSPs in
the first instance. Whereas the MUSA
Framework combines a preventive
security approach and a reactive security
approach to multi cloud applications.

CYCLONE
–
Complete Dynamic
Multi-cloud
application
management, H2020,
2015-2018, [59].

The primary goal of CYCONE is to
provide the software to allow the
deployment of complex cloud based
applications. CYCLONE is invested in
the data centre value chain and
implements a dynamic allocation of high
bandwidth channels inside and between
data centres.

CYCLONE focuses on the data centre
value chain and the implementation of
software to aid the goals of deployment
of multi cloud based applications. It does
not address the decision support element,
and although it is an aspect of the
CYCLONE Project. Security at run time
is not addressed within CYCLONE.

CLARUS
–
A
framework for user
centred privacy and
security in the cloud,
H2020, 2015-2018,
[60].

CLARUS’ objectives are around
developing a secure framework for the
storage and processing of data
outsourced to the cloud. Their specific
user stories are focussed on e-Health and
geo-referenced data on the internet.

The framework which MUSA is seeking
to develop is based on the security of
applications existing across multiple
clouds, the CLARUS framework is
intended on the data element of cloud
computing. The e-Health user story is of
relevance to the MUSA Framework as
the
governance
and
regulatory
requirements around the storage and
processing of health related applications
is of critical importance to understanding
the user requirements in this specific
domain.
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Project Name

Objectives

Relation to MUSA

CloudWATCH - A
European
Cloud
observatory
supporting
cloud
policies,
standard
profiles and services,
FP7, 2013-2015, [61].

CloudWatch is to accelerate and increase
the adoption of cloud computing across
the public and private sectors in Europe
and
strengthen
collaborative,
international dialogue on key aspects of
cloud computing such as interoperability,
portability, security and privacy.

The MUSA objective of empowering the
cloud consumer has overlaps with the
CloudWatch consortium. Adoption and
empowerment come hand in hand.

CUMULUS
Certification
Infrastructures
for
Multi Layer Cloud
Services, FP7, 20122015, [62].

CUMULUS is addressing the need to
create efficient and automated processes
for certifying security properties of cloud
services.

MUSA through the security assurance
platform will verify security metrics to
be defined at runtime.

PaaSage - Modelbased Cloud Platform
Upperware,
FP7,
2012-2016, [63].

PaaSage optimises the deployment of
cloud based services based on a
deployment model. Applications will be
supported in multi cloud deployment and
support the monitoring of platforms.
Provide guidelines for porting legacy
applications the multi could and the
analysis of security level objectives.

MUSA will require a deployment
mechanism, and the work done within
the PaaSage will feed into this.

PaaSword
A
Holistic Data Privacy
and
Security
by
Design Platform-as-a
Service Framework
Introducing
Distributed Encrypted
Pers, H2020, 20152018, [64].

PaaSword will introduce a security by
design framework based on distributed
cloud based services.

The security assurance platform is part
of the overall MUSA framework.
Distributed cloud services is similar to
the definition of multi cloud services,
Further investigation is needed to draw
comparisons and potential synergy
between both consortia.

PICSE - Procurement
innovation for cloud
services in Europe,
H2020, 2014-2016,
[65].

PICSE is a completely new initiative,
funded under the first wave of H2020 1st
call, started on the 1st October 2014 in
the field of procurement of cloud services
for the public sector.

The MUSA decision support tool is
designed to be independent and aid in the
procurement of cloud services. Such a
tool would be important in an
environment where accountability and
transparency are important.

SLALOM - Service
Level Agreement Legal and Open
Model, H2020, 20152016, [66].

SLALOM is working towards providing
templates for CSPs based on SLALOM’s
recommendations.

MUSA focuses on the validation of the
SLA at runtime, and checking if there
have been any breaches. SLALOM
focuses more on the CSP rather than
MUSA, which is about empowering the
cloud consumer.
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Project Name

Objectives

Relation to MUSA

SLA-Ready
Making
cloud
security SLAs easier
for European SMEs
H2020, 2015-2016,
[67].

SLA-Ready will provide a service driven
approach to assist SME’s in procuring
cloud services. SLA-Ready will deliver a
social marketplace to define cloud
strategy.

MUSA’s decision support tool allows
non-technical personnel to provide
information in order to find an ideal
CSP. SLA-Ready is user-centered and
rather than provide the options, it
provides the tools to allow the consumer
to be sufficiently educated to choose a
CSP.

SeaClouds
Seamless
adaptive
multi-cloud
management
of
service-based
applications,
FP7,
2013-2016, [68].

SeaClouds
provides
orchestration
capabilities based on informed election
amongst providers. On this regard,
SeaClouds will allow developers and
development companies take a much
shorter and consolidated approach over
different underlying technologies and
stacks (proprietary and open sources).
SeaClouds will also provide monitoring
capabilities.

Orchestration is different to deployment,
and
controlling
multiple
cloud
environments. The work that SeaClouds
is doing will feed into the technologies
we could potentially use with the MUSA
Deployment tool, MUSA will need to
consider how we orchestrate the cloud(s)
after deployment.

5.3 Patents
5.3.1 Hybrid multi-tenancy cloud platform
Abstract: technologies are presented for a hybrid cloud-based service model combining separate
database / separate schema, shared database / separate schema, and shared database / shared schema
architectures suitable for serving multiple tenants while addressing varying security needs. Roles and
security level needs of different tenants may be determined based on tenant declaration or inference
from tenant attributes. Tenants may then be assigned to suitable clouds or sub-clouds based on their
security level needs. In some examples, a claims- based access control authorization model such as
federation may be employed to support interactions between the three different types of clouds or subclouds under the umbrella of a single cloud-based service provider while maintaining application and
data security.
Publication number: US20140040999 A1
Publication type: Application
Application number: US 13/819,715
PCT number: PCT/CN2012/072537
Publication date: 6 Feb 2014
Filing date: 19 Mar 2012
Priority date: 19 Mar 2012
Relation to MUSA: this patent focuses on the CSP perspective and the ability to operate an
environment with a number of different customers (tenants). In comparison MUSA, looks at multicloud from an application level and from the end user perspective. This patent primarily reflects
existing technologies in a shared infrastructure setting
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5.3.2 System and method for resource sharing across multi-cloud arrays
Abstract: a system for resource sharing across multi-cloud storage arrays includes a plurality of
storage arrays and a cloud array storage (CAS) application. The plurality of storage resources are
distributed in one or more cloud storage arrays, and each storage resource comprises a unique object
identifier that identifies location and structure of the corresponding storage resource at a given pointin-time. The cloud array storage (CAS) application manages the resource sharing process by first
taking an instantaneous copy of initial data stored in a first location of a first storage resource at a
given point-in-time and then distributing copies of the instantaneous copy to other storage resources in
the one or more cloud storage arrays. The instantaneous copy comprises a first unique object identifier
pointing to the first storage location of the initial data in the first storage resource and when the
instantaneous copy is distributed to a second storage resource, the first unique object identifier is
copied into a second storage location within the second storage resource and the second storage
location of the second storage resource is assigned a second unique object identifier.
Publication number: US20140245026 A1
Publication type: Application
Application number: US 14/269,758
Publication date: 28 Aug 2014
Filing date: 5 May 2014
Priority date: 28 Jan 2010
Relation to MUSA: resource sharing across multiple clouds is the premise of a multi cloud set up
environment. Sharing resources such as RAM, CPU, and Storage. This specific patent focuses on
storage, and this scenario has been implemented in the Geo Redundant offering that Microsoft Azure
offer.

5.3.3 Decision support system for moving computing workloads to public clouds
Abstract: an automated approach to analysing computer workloads and cloud computing
environments to support moving and hosting the workloads within the cloud computing environments.
A workload may be identified and analysed based upon business and technical attributes to determine
whether the workload is suitable for moving to a cloud-computing environment. Similarly, public
clouds may be identified and analysed based upon their business and technical attributes to determine
whether the public clouds are suitable for hosting a workload. The analysis of the public clouds may
be based on a particular workload, a category of workloads, or irrespective of workloads or workload
categories. A best-fit public cloud may be identified for a workload determined to be suitable for
moving to a public cloud environment based upon the analyses.
Publication number: US20110270968 A1
Publication type: Application
Application number: US 12/960,104
Publication date: 3 Nov 2011
Filing date: 3 Dec 2010
Priority date: 30 Apr 2010
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Relation to MUSA: the reference within this patent to business and technical attributes and evaluating
their viability for transfer to public clouds, is actually quite similar to the functionality existing in the
DSS (Decision support system) in ModaClouds [57].

5.3.4 System and method for secure and reliable multi-cloud data replication
Abstract: a multi-cloud data replication method includes providing a data replication cluster
comprising at least a first host node and at least a first online storage cloud. The first host node is
connected to the first online storage cloud via a network and comprises a server, a cloud array
application and a local cache. The local cache comprises a buffer and a first storage volume
comprising data cached in one or more buffer blocks of the local cache's buffer. Next, requesting
authorization to perform cache flush of the cached first storage volume data to the first online storage
cloud. Upon receiving approval of the authorization, encrypting the cached first storage volume data in
each of the one or more buffer blocks with a data private key. Next, assigning metadata comprising at
least a unique identifier to each of the one or more buffer blocks and then encrypting the metadata
with a metadata private key. Next, transmitting the one or more buffer blocks with the encrypted first
storage volume data to the first online cloud storage. Next, creating a sequence of updates of the
metadata, encrypting the sequence with the metadata private key and then transmitting the sequence of
metadata updates to the first online storage cloud.
Publication number: EP2391968 A2
Publication type: Application
Application number: EP20100736429
Publication date: 7 Dec 2011
Filing date: 29 Jan 2010
Priority date: 30 Jan 2009
Relation to MUSA: the above references security techniques for the secure data replication across
multiple clouds. Interestingly the terminology for multi-cloud here is somewhat different, and
emphasises the point that it is open to interpretation.
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6 Market directions
The direction of the MUSA project is influenced by a number of technology and market trends. It is
difficult to anticipate disruptive effects that may change the market direction but there are some areas
of technology and market trends that are a high probability and may have an influence.
Security issues are always to the fore when discussions about cloud computing adoption are framed.
Some commentators claim that cloud computing specific security is not the issue; it is security and
general vulnerabilities that cause the problems. There is little point in engaging in this on-going debate
and the project will be focussed on addressing cloud specific security issues where it can. The main
influence on direction of cloud computing and this project is the increasingly accelerating drive to
deliver business supporting IT applications to a widening market that is increasingly considering the
smart phone as the computing device of choice. The other appeal of cloud computing, efficient
resource handling, is also a consideration in a mobile market with poor attention spans and low
tolerance for poorly performing applications that do not get fixed quickly. The project will develop
security aware tools that will enable the fulfilment of this demand of self-protective applications.
There are two main technology innovations that are of interest to MUSA because they have the
potential to disrupt the market for cloud computing services, and are already doing so in some areas.
The first of these is the container. These self-contained applications that are wrapped with operating
system abstractions are more efficient than virtual machines and show every indication of disrupting
the virtual machine (VM) market place. VMs are the backbone of most cloud service provider
architectures, offering an environment where it is simple to start a VM to expand the compute power
of a website and stop it when it is no longer needed. The appeal of a container strategy is that there is
no longer need for a hypervisor to run VMs. Each instance of a container does not need a host OS.
Infrastructure utilisation is improved. Containers are being deployed on IoT devices as well as in data
centres. Access is through an API that can be deployed as a service and as such integrated as a
component in a larger application. There are many articles that describe containers and services
[69][70][71], but they all point to the evolution of cloud computing beyond IaaS, PaaS and VMs into a
truly component based application development and delivery environment. Another common theme is
the isolation of the components with only a single API being used. The evolution of containers and
microservices is explained in Robert Sheldon’s article [72] but it is clear that these technologies are
increasing their penetration of the IT market, aided by organisations like Microsoft and Google who
are responsible for support or development of the technology.
The MUSA project will continue to observe the progress of these two technologies and the products
supporting them, and will ensure that the MUSA Framework is capable of providing innovation with
regards to these technologies as well as more common cloud services architectures.
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7 EU policies and strategies related to cloud-based technologies
Cloud computing represents one of the key areas identified by the European Community to stimulate
growth and create jobs. Understanding the economic impact of the cloud and the opportunity it
creates, the EC devised a European Cloud Strategy in 2012 [73], to promote the rapid adoption of
cloud computing in all sectors of the economy with the aim of boosting productivity.
As a result of an analysis of the overall policy, regulatory and technology landscapes for the cloud,
and considering a wide consultation with stakeholders to identify ways to maximise the potential
offered by this technology, the strategy adopted by the EC for “Unleashing the potential of cloud
computing in Europe” [74], defines cloud computing as: “the storing, processing and use of data on
remotely located computers accessed over the Internet”. The Commission therefore aims at enabling
and facilitating faster adoption of cloud computing, which can cut ICT costs, and when combined with
new digital business practices, can boost productivity, growth, and jobs [75].
To achieve this objective, the EC has proposed three key actions [74]:
- Unify the variety of cloud standards, to promote interoperability, data portability and
reversibility, and also to enhance trust in cloud computing services by recognising at EU-level
technical specifications in the field of information and communication technology for the
protection of personal information.
- Identify safe and fair contract terms and conditions between stakeholders and clients
(consumers and SMEs, and also SLAs between larger corporations and public authorities).
- Establish a European Cloud Partnership, with the participation of public authorities and
industry, to stimulate the take-up and effective use of cloud computing, particularly by
European public sector.
With this initiative, the EC expects to deliver a net gain of 2.5 million new European jobs, and an
annual boost of €160 billion to EU GDP (representing around 1%), by 2020.

7.1 The Cloud Computing Strategy
DG Connect [76], the European Commission Directorate General for Communications Networks,
Content, and Technology manages the Digital Agenda of the EU. It is composed of a series of groups
that will carry out the implementation of the EC cloud computing strategy detailed in Figure 13. The
MUSA consortium, as part of the continuous surveillance of the market and regulation activities will
follow the progress and outcomes of these groups, particularly in cloud SLAs, cloud security, and data
protection standards and strategies, with the aim of always having up-to-date information of cloud
guidelines and regulations.
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Figure 13. EC cloud computing strategy
These groups forming DG Connect, are in charge of ensuring that digital technologies can help deliver
the growth which the EU needs, and can be grouped by the key action they support. Apart from
following the work of these groups, MUSA will consider their recommendations and standards with
the aim of creating a product that is compliant with the latest regulations and standards, so making it
compatible with a widespread of related technologies. Furthermore MUSA will contribute to some of
these groups if relevant results are achieved during and after the project.

7.1.1 Cutting through the jungle of standards
ETSI Cloud Standards Coordination (CSC) group: is in charge of the coordination with
stakeholders in the cloud standards ecosystem as well as supporting EU policies in critical areas such
as security, interoperability, data portability and reversibility, through the analysis of standards
roadmaps.
Cloud Select Industry Group on Service Level Agreements: defines model terms for cloud
computing SLAs to be included in contracts between cloud providers and professional cloud users,
considering the developing EU acquis2 in this field.

7.1.2 Development of model “safe and fair” contract terms and conditions
Cloud Select Industry Group (SIG) on Certification Schemes: is focused on helping the EC to
implement the certification action of the European Cloud Computing Strategy. This group includes
members from more than 30 cloud computing and certification organisations and is open for the
participation of interested stakeholders.
Cloud Select Industry Group on Code of Conduct: is in charge of producing a code of conduct for
the cloud computing providers to support a uniform application of data protection rules. This code of
conduct will be submitted for approval to the 29 Working Party [77].

2

Accumulated legislation, legal acts, and court decisions, which constitute the body of European
Union law.
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7.1.3 Establishing a European Cloud Partnership
The European Cloud Partnership (ECP) brings together industry and the public sector to establish a
Digital Single Market for cloud computing in Europe. The ECP Steering board was composed of highlevel representatives of the IT and telecom industry and decision makers from governmental IT policy
making, and provided advice to the EC on strategic options to turn cloud computing into an engine for
sustainable economic growth, innovation and cost-efficient public and private services.
A set of clusters has been created with the aim of maximizing the impact of cloud-oriented projects.
The MUSA Coordinator, Erkuden Ríos is the facilitator of the Cluster on Data Protection, Security
and Privacy in the Cloud. This cluster will seek for synergies in research topics joint actions to enlarge
the impact of the project, and maximize the innovation, as well as to ensure the market orientation and
adoption of the project results. Further information regarding the collaboration with external parties
and measures to increase the popularity of MUSA can be found in D6.3 Communication Plan, and
D6.4 Networking Plan.
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8 Conclusions and next steps
Nowadays, the continuous changing market enforces the need for a deep study prior to any new
development to assure that there will be a niche market for the new product, or at least, enough
evidence from the product itself to able to create that niche.
This is even more important in the young and effervescent market of cloud services and applications
based on them. The cloud market is expanding influenced by the migration of traditional services to
the cloud. This increasing availability of cloud services, together with the growing amount of sensitive
information managed by the cloud ecosystem (not only the data itself, but also the associated
information such as user location or habits) ratifies the need of effective security and privacy
enhancing technologies and mechanisms that guarantee the security of the information that is
transmitted, processed, and managed by the cloud. The MUSA project aims at solving some of the
security and data protection problems in multi-cloud applications by creating a security framework
that allows application self-protection at runtime and security assurance in a DevOps approach.
The market analysis presented in this document covers all the possible perspectives where the MUSA
framework can be influential and also those MUSA aspects that can be influenced by the current
market status. It has been conceived with a twofold objective: first, to help orienting the MUSA
developments over those areas with a higher market oriented activity, and second, to serve as a basis
to define the exploitation strategy of the project developments.
Being aware of the changing market, the MUSA participants will continuously observe the market and
advances of the identified competitors to create a solution that will become a successful innovation
story. These observations will be reflected in the deliverable D7.4 Final Exploitation Plan, focused on
the final exploitation plan that will also include the target market and the strategic impact of the
project in terms of competitiveness and creation of market opportunities for the members of the
MUSA consortium. As explain before, the MUSA solution encompasses a number of products
addressing different segments of the cloud market and the overall exploitation strategy will take that
into account to define tailored activities.
Future D7.2 Business scenarios analysis and D7.3 Initial exploitation plan will build upon the
contents of this document and further elaborate the market directions of MUSA project outcomes.
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Appendix A. MUSA motivation and background
The main goal of MUSA [78] is to support the security-intelligent lifecycle management of distributed
applications over heterogeneous cloud resources, through a security framework that includes: a)
security-by-design mechanisms to allow application self-protection at runtime, and b) methods and
tools for the integrated security assurance in both the engineering and operation of multi-cloud
applications.
MUSA overall concept is depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14. MUSA overall concept
MUSA framework combines 1) a preventive security approach, promoting Security by Design
practices in the development and embedding security mechanisms in the application, and 2) a reactive
security approach, monitoring application runtime to mitigate security incidents, so multi-cloud
application providers can be informed and react to them without losing end-user trust in the multicloud application. An integrated coordination of all phases in the application lifecycle management is
needed in order to ensure the preventive oriented security to be embedded and aligned with reactive
security measures.

